Lugar examines changes in U.S. foreign policy

By LIZ FORAN
Assistant News Editor

Foreign policy and economic security were the focus of a “Listening to America” public policy meeting chaired by U.S. Senator Richard Lugar (Ind.) at Notre Dame on Saturday. The event was sponsored by the National Policy Forum, was the first meeting outside of Washington on the topic of “U.S. Leadership in a Changing World.”

“We think it’s time for the voices of Hoosiers to be heard in the national debate over foreign policy issues,” said National Policy Forum Chairman Haley Barbour in a recent press release.

In addition to Senator Lugar, a panel of Indiana residents with first-hand experience in foreign policy and trade shared personal experiences with those present.

Neil Pickett, director of research and programs at the Hudson Institute in Indianapolis, spoke of a sea of dangers facing America both today and in the future. Countries with unstable and uncertain futures such as Bosnia, China, North and South Korea, and Russia pose threats not only to the U.S., but to world peace and security, according to Pickett. America is indispensable to world peace and security, he said. “To argue that U.S. leadership does not matter is to argue that democracy and economic security does not matter,” he said.

Carolyn Hegel, a Wabash County farmer and chair of the Indiana Farm Bureau’s Women’s Committee, stressed the importance of agriculture in Indiana as the largest industry in the state, and the amount agricultural products exported each year. A supporter of NAFTA, she told how the free trade laws benefited Indiana’s agriculture industry.

Peter Fischer, director of sales and marketing, Wood-Mizer Products, Inc., Indiana, stressed how existing trade laws pose barriers to small companies who wish to expand into international markets by adding to the “non-value added” costs such as duties and tariffs.

After introduction, the panel was then opened to a variety of questions from the public concerning foreign policy and economic security. Questions were raised about over involvement by U.S. forces in worldwide affairs, dependence on foreign oil, NATO and NAFTA.

U.S. Senator Richard Lugar chaired “Listening to America,” a public policy discussion at Notre Dame on Saturday. The event was sponsored by The National Policy Forum.

Citizens were especially concerned about the United States trying to be “the world’s policeman.” “We can afford to be involved in the world in a targeted way,” said Pickett. We can have domestic and international interests, he said. “Why do we have to have either or?” Korea was listed as one of the most important areas for U.S. intervention. “Today North Korea walked out of talks concerning routine inspections of nuclear plants,” Lugar said. He said that now economic penalties and sanctions for non-compliance, for which North Korea has already threatened violence.

“Americans should realize that we could be involved in a second Korean War,” Lugar said.

Lugar eased some fear on the Bosnian situation, saying he had just witnessed the signing of a preliminary treaty between Bosnian Muslims and Croats at the White House. “Serbia may have decided the situation is as good as its going to get,” Lugar said.

He also reminded those present of the U.N.’s resolve to uphold any reasonable settlement. Equal concern was expressed about trade and economic security, although surprisingly, a show of hands, most of those present seemed to be in favor of free trade.
It's time to launder your karma

Ah, spring! That time of year when birds chirp, flowers blossom, and young love is fresh in the air; not yet the time of warm weather, but certainly not that of lethargic hibernation either. Throughout South Bend and all these visions of loveliness are simply visions, but maybe on this second day of spring, we can just pretend—especially when every clothing catalogue shows tan blouses strewn in purple lilacs and flower prints running down the beach.

First stop in our imaginative journey: opening day at the Field. Can there be anything more relaxing than sitting in the outfield bleachers smelling the freshly cut grass, getting a tan, and enjoying hot dog vendor on the other side of the stadium will eventually make his way over not only to your section the sun but to your very seat? I don't think so.

Or what about reching on a grassy knoll overlooking a small New England harbor sipping lemonade and reading the Sunday morning paper? A trip to Rosemont for the annual Dead concert would certainly be a fabulous option.

With your dog on your deck the beach isn't too bad either.

Of course one doesn't have to take an imaginative stroll down nostalgia lane to cure ourselves of the monotony of their "cabin fever." Spring has its own charisma and character that one doesn't have to take any season, but there's course one doesn't have to take an
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Worthy discusses U.S. justice system

By W. HUDSON GILES
News Writer

Despite its flaws, the American justice system can work fairly, according to Detroit prosecutor Kym Worthy, who helped bring several white police officers to trial in a beating of an African American motorist.

"The criminal justice system is something I believe in," she said. "I worked there for two years and I really believe it works.

Worthy spoke as part of the Black Law Students Association (BLSA) 21st Annual Alumni Reunion this past weekend.

A Detroit motorist, Malice Green was driving his car to the 5th Precinct on S. 50th Street, accompanied by a friend when he was stopped by undercover policemen. The officers, referred to as "Starky and Hutch" by local residents, had reason to believe the car was stolen in a prior robbery, which described a car very similar to Green's.

After verbal exchanges between the officers and Green, they instructed him to open his hand, believing him to be in possession of crack. Green then reached for his police-issued flashlight. After some time, they pulled Green from the car, now unconscious, and began kicking him in the head and body. Afterward, EMS crews were summoned and transported Green to a local hospital where he was declared dead due to 14 blows to the head.

Originally, seven Detroit officers were charged with the murder of Malice Green, but only three went to trial. Worthy was one of five prosecutors assigned to the case, of which she was one of the two black attorneys, and the only woman.

"I had not had problems in my career with racism with people discriminate against me because of my race. I hate that blasted problems," Worthy said. "I have had many, many problems with sexism, however. Women litigates are still largely kids.

Worthy stated that because she was an agent of the criminal justice system, that it was difficult to prosecute co-workers, meaning the police officers. She said that the issue was not much race, although that was a large factor, but rather "accountability for the death of another citizen."

Despite the immense public outcry, Worthy did not waver in her determination to achieve justice.

"When you look at this case, there is a difference between a beating of an African American and a split-second decision in dealing with somebody who has a gun or who might have a gun, and beating somebody for a period of time causing their death," she said.

The trial began on June 2, 1993 only 4 months after the Rodney King acquittals were handed down. Worthy noted that extreme care was required in dealing with the issues of this case.

"We had a very volatile community and a very volatile nation, and we wanted to make sure that we handled this case with excessive caution," she said.

Worthy said the media only created difficulties for those that were untruthworthy and that by taking time the press during the trial was unethical.

Two of the three officers were found guilty of second degree murder and the third was acquitted.

Worthy said that her success was due to the witnesses and the fact that common sense and life experience helped to understand the facts.

Alzheimer's Awareness

Informal training session for students to give presentations to area high schools regarding Alzheimer's Disease.

Minimal Time Commitment Center for Social Concerns 7:00 pm, March 21
Questions, call Katja at 287-9479 or Scott at 634-1714

The Observer is now accepting applications for the following position: SMCC BOG Beat Writer

Call Beth Regan @284-4453 or 631-4540
Grassroots effort initiated

By LIZ FORAN
Assistant News Editor

A nationwide grassroots effort has been established to obtain public opinion on a variety of governmental policy issues through a series of open forums across the country.

The National Policy Forum: A series of open forums is a new program which seeks to find out how ordinary Americans feel about policy issues and to bring their opinions to government leaders.

"Instead of focusing on what a few national experts say, we want to listen to the ideas of average Americans who deal directly with our nation's key challenges in their everyday lives," said National Forum Chairman Haley Barbour in a recent press release.

The National Forum began a series of meetings in the fall of 1993 to hear from concerned Americans and to listen to their ideas and opinions on what government is, is not, or should be doing.

The National Policy Forum meets are open and free to the public, and all are invited and encouraged to attend and to share any ideas and questions.

The National Policy Forum in Lafayette continued from page 1

Matthew Hagenow, 22, of 424 N. Frances Street, was charged with resisting law enforcement. Junior Monica LaSalle, 20, of McHenry Manor, was charged with public intoxication, resisting law enforcement, and minor consuming alcohol. Sophomore Michael Williams, 20, of Dillon Hall, was charged with resisting law enforcement and minor consuming alcohol.

Each student was released on $1,500 bond and will appear in Court March 31. Resisting law enforcement, disorderly conduct, and public intoxication also Class A misdemeanors carrying a maximum punishment of a $10,000 fine and a one year prison sentence, said Feirrell.

Six ND students were cited as minors in possession of alcohol. They are: junior Margaret Garzeloni, 20, of Lyons Hall, sophomore Kit Hoffman, 20, of Zahn Hall, junior Sarah Klinges, 20, of Walsh Hall, freshman Mark Loring, 19, of Fisher Hall, junior John McGuire, 20, of St. Edward's Hall, and sophomore Charles Schaffler, 20, of Alumni Hall.

Five Saint Mary's students were also cited for the offense. They are: Christine Camarota, 19, of McCandless Hall, Tricia Foster, 19, also of McCandless Hall, Maxwell Murphy, 20, of 54631 Irish Way, Gina Oliveri, 19, of LeMars Hall, and Diedre Stein, 20, of Holy Cross Hall.

Feirrell said that police were tipped off about the party weeks ago and that the five agencies had been constructing a plan to approach it. The forty officers involved in the Stop Underage Drinking and Sales (S.U.D.S.) raid were from the Indiana State police, Excise police, Mishawaka Police, Saint Joseph County Police and the Saint Joseph County Bend Police.

The party was to begin at 9:30 p.m. and go until around 2 a.m., said Feirrell. Students had been sold cups for $10 each and could tap beer from kegs in each of the 30 apartments, he said.

"Police had been told that it was a private party, but when officers entered apartments they were served alcohol without question," said Feirrell.

Police began to approach around 2 p.m. because "things started to get out of hand as people were running in the street and causing problems," he said.

Feirrell said that dogs were used in the raid in order to control the crowd of over 1,500 students.

The South Bend Tribune Contributed to this article.

Lugar continued from page 1

world market. "If we're not out looking at the world market, our government is going to come and look at our market," he said.

The best way to avoid foreign entanglement is to get involved more in the world economy, said Michael Baroody, National Policy Forum President and Notre Dame graduate. "Commercial and economic ties are vital to change," he said. "They promote trust and personal relationships."

Concern about media influence on public opinion and, consequently, government action was expressed, although any significant impact of this relationship on government was denied by panel members.

"Those in government have to have guiding principles," said Lugar. "You are not oblivious but you believe you are right. Otherwise you lack declaration of leadership policies."

Pickett agreed, saying the media influence is overrated. "There was public pressure for intervention in Somalia, but not for Bosnia," he said. People are capable of making judgments, but leaders must continue to believe they are right and are acting in their best interests, said.

The results of this and similar meetings will be published by the National Policy Forum in July of this year.

FOURTH DAY RETREAT:
"DYING AND RISING WITH CHRIST?"

WHEN?: FRIDAY, MARCH 25 - SUNDAY, MARCH 27
WHERE?: LINDENWOOD RETREAT CENTER (30 MINUTES FROM N.D.)

SIGN UP AT CAMPUS MINISTRY OFFICE, 103 HESBURGH LIBRARY
LAST DAY FOR SIGNING-UP IS THURSDAY, MARCH 26 (4pm)
FOR MORE INFO, CALL BOB DOWD, C.S.C. @631-7800 or 631-5056

Unseen, unless the grain of wheat dies, it remains just a grain of wheat
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Serbian government resigns, future unsure

Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia

The government of the self-declared Serb state in Croatia resigned Sunday, reflecting deep political divisions among Croatia's Serb minority.

It was unclear what effect, if any, the resignation might have on talks between Croatian Serb leaders and Croat government officials scheduled to open in Zagreb, Croatia, under Russian auspices Tuesday.

Djordje Bjeovic tendered his resignation as premier of Kra- jina, saying his cabinet's work was "blocked from all sides," the Belgrade-based Tanjug news agency reported.

But a recent rapprochement between Serbs and Croats has given rise to fears that Milosevic might return Krajina to Croatia in exchange for territorial concessions in neighboring Bosnia, where Bosnian Serbs hold about 70 percent of the land.

Elections were held in Krajina in December and January, but the formation of a new government was delayed due to a split between Milosevic's supporters and opponents.

In the meantime, Bjeovic's cabinet, elected by the previous parliament, stayed on in a caretaker role.

The resignation came after Milosevic supporter Milan Maric, who won the presidential election, agreed last week to the talks with Croats that aim to formally end the 1991 war. A cease-fire has largely held since early 1992.
Tradition celebrated at SMC

By BERNADETTE PAMPUCCH

Women's History Month at Saint Mary's College is being celebrated this month with a series of lectures, discussions, and events reflecting the accomplishments they have made.

The series kicked off Monday at 12:15 p.m. in the Stapleton Lounge at LeMans Hall. Drew University theologian Ada Maria Isasi Diaz will speak on the subject of "Women, Diversity and the Church."

The lecture will focus on the role of women in the religious community and the role that diversity plays in their involvement.

Saint Mary's Associate Dean of Faculty Patrick White is scheduled to speak on the role of minority women in the media. Titled "But I Am Here, Women of Color in Contemporary Film," the lecture will take place on Tuesday, March 22.

There will be a reception for the Notre Dame student in "Monk and Maura: What Do They Know?" at the Haggar Parlor. The presentation, entitled "Monk and Maura Speak: What Do They Know?" was the first in the annual Campus Ministry Faith Keeping series of presentations. Sexual and the Notre Dame student is the focus of this year's series.

Malloy began by questioning how a person could become an expert on sexuality. Though celebrities like Dr. Ruth and Hugh Hefner may offer their views on sexuality, he wondered whether or not sexuality was a concept varying between individuals through their "own personal window.

Sexuality is seen mainly in its anatomical and physiological aspects, such as physical intimacy or a person's attractions to others, he said. Most conversations about sexuality usually confine themselves to that. "Maybe that isn't sufficient," he said. "Sexuality deals more with personal, not physical relations."

Many people have problems speaking with their families about sexuality, Malloy said. Rather, they gain their knowledge through what they read or hear, through "trial and error or tutoring."

The subject of sexuality raises several other issues, he said. Fertility is one such issue, in turn making people think about STD's and contraception. Rape is another, raising sub-issues of "consent and the use of sexualit y as a weapon to attack the dignity of another."

Christians believe that "Our creation as people is fundamentally good," Ryan said.

Though society tends to devalue the body, people should remember a delighted God created us as sexual beings, she said. Also, she noted that Jesus became flesh, both physical and spiritual, reflecting God's divine reality.

Humans are always in need of feeling, she said. Love makes us feel both exposed and cherished at the same time. However, people will deny their experience, deny its importance, or hold something back in relationships in order to protect themselves. She gave the examples of how students feel differently about people after "hooking up" with them, or the difficulty of being "only friends" after a relationship including sex.

"All is sacrament. Nothing is unimportant for the Kingdom," including sexuality. Our love of God is revealed through our love of our neighbor, she said. Student discussion afterwards focused on several topics, such as the differences between the physical and emotional sides of sexuality and frustrations in finding the ideal relationship. Also discussed was how students could work with Catholic teaching and practice in reality, such as student's inability to buy condoms on campus to protect themselves against venereal disease.

The Keeping the Faith series will continue throughout this week. On March 23 a panel of rectors and students will explore the experiences of Notre Dame students, and on March 27 students can discuss their experiences with their peers.

The Donald and Marilyn Keough Center For Irish Studies and the Notre Dame English Department are delighted to announce a new course, available to students this fall:

**English 101:01**

**Beginning Irish I**

An introduction to the Irish language.

**Call #3959**

**MWF 10:10 - 11:00**

**A v a i l a b l e o n D A R T. S l o t s l i m i t e d.**
Aftershocks hit California

By JIM ANDERSON
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES
A strong aftershock to the deadly January earthquake rocked Southern California on Sunday, opening up new cracks in a recently repaired freeway and tossing boulders onto a road through Malibu Canyon.

No injuries were reported from the magnitude-5.3 quake, one car was apparently struck by a boulder falling onto Malibu Canyon Road in Malibu.

The quake also triggered rockslides in the Angeles National Forest.

The quake was centered one mile west-northwest of Panorama City, about six miles east of the epicenter of the magnitude-6.7 Northridge earthquake. It struck around 1:20 p.m. and lasted about 30 seconds.

Max Benavidez, a seismologist at the California Institute of Technology, said it was another in the thousands of aftershocks to the Jan. 17 earthquake, which caused 61 deaths and about $20 billion in damage.

New cracks were reported on at least two overpasses on state Highway 118, the Simi Valley Freeway, which was heavily damaged in the January quake. California Highway Patrol Officer Frank Lewis said.

An 8-inch gap was reported on a transition ramp between Interstate 405 and Highway 118. He said.

The aftershock was centered near the freeway. It was felt widely in Los Angeles County as well as Orange, Riverside, Ventura and Santa Barbara counties.

The quake startled people attending a rehearsal for Monday's Academy Awards at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion downtown.

Moments after actor Elijah Wood practiced his introduction for the visual effects Oscar, the auditorium's chandeliers swayed, the seals rocked and huge pieces of scenery rattled over the stage.

"Everybody, stay in your seats!" Oscar director Jeff Margolis said over a public address system.

The rehearsal quickly resumed. There was no visible damage to the pavilion.

The U.S. Forest Service reported quake-triggered rockslides on Angeles Forest Highway in the Angeles National Forest.

A strip mall in suburban Van Nuys was ablaze at 2:10 p.m., but it was unclear if that was earthquake-related.

Police were put on tactical alert, meaning the day shift was held over to assist the night watch. "All reports are good so far and there's no problem," said Officer Arthur Holmes, a department spokesman.

Randy Workman, whose Simi Valley home 35 miles north of Los Angeles was badly damaged by the January quake, said it escaped damage this time.

"It was pretty strong, but it was more the old fashioned rocking kind so it wasn't so bad," he said.

"I just wish the damn things would stop."

Richard scale

The Richter scale is a gauge of the energy released by an earthquake, as measured by the ground motion recorded on a seismograph.

**MAGNITUDE & QUAKE DESCRIPTION**

8.0: Considered a "great" earthquake, capable of tremendous damage in populated areas

7.0: Considered a major earthquake, capable of widespread, heavy damage in populated areas

6.0: Can cause severe damage in populated areas

5.0: Can cause considerable damage in populated areas

4.0: Can cause moderate damage in populated areas

3.5: Can cause minor damage in populated areas

2.0: Smallest normally felt by humans

---

The Observer is now accepting applications for the following paid position:

**Saint Mary's Sports Editor**

Applications should submit a one page personal statement and resume to Beth Regan by Wednesday March 23, 5:00pm.

For additional information contact Beth at 631-4540.

The Observer... The Price is Right at Washington Hall. Proceeds went to The Boys and Girls Club.

U.S. to seek sanctions against North Korea

By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON
The United States is preparing to seek U.N. trade sanctions against North Korea because of that country's recalcitrance on nuclear weapons inspections, Secretary of State Warren Christopher said Sunday. But President Clinton said there was still "some hope" that North Korea would allow inspections of its nuclear sites and avoid international sanctions.

"There appear to be people within North Korea that want to proceed to normalize the relations of their country with the international community and people who don't. We'll just have to see what they do now - where we go from here," Clinton said upon arriving in Miami for a health care forum.

"To some extent, the ball is still clearly in their court. But we are proceeding to consider all our options," the president said.

Christopher predicted China would not block sanctions against North Korea despite its recent quarrel with the United States over human rights because it is in China's national interest that North Korea not become a nuclear power.

Christopher, speaking on CBS' "Face the Nation" also said the government would be talking to South Korea about basing Patriot missiles there, and reviving large joint military exercises that were to have been postponed as a gesture of goodwill to North Korea.

He said there were no immediate plans to increase the 37,000 American troops in South Korea, but we have to do what's in our interest. We have to protect our troops," Christopher told reporters. "I'm just trying to work through this in a very deliberate but very firm and disciplined way."

Clinton was asked if the situation was in danger of escalating into a military conflict. "I'm not trying to ratchet up the tensions," the president told reporters. "I'm just trying to work through this in a very deliberate but very firm and disciplined way."

Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., told NBC's "Meet the Press" that "we may also want to beef up our own forces there" in response to what he said was "probably the most serious thing on the radar screen now."

House Majority Leader Dick Gephardt of Missouri, appearing on the same show, said, "We might ultimately send more troops to beef up the South Korean side."

The International Atomic Energy Agency was to meet Monday to announce findings on its recent nuclear inspection tour of North Korea, during which the Koreans barred its agents from looking at facilities suspected of housing a nuclear weapons program.

---

Happy 21st Sharon!

Love, Mom, Dad, Steve, Sue, Kevin, & Christopher
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1994 Morrissey Manor Film Festival

Thursday, March 24 @7:30 PM
Stepan Center

$2 Admission

Proceeds to benefit ST. HEDWIGS OUTREACH
Imagination leads to progress

By PAT STONELAKE
News Writer

The Center for Continuing Education was the forum for a lecture on Friday by Father Ernan McMullin, John Cardinal O'Hara Professor of Philosophy at Notre Dame, entitled "Enlarging the Imagination.

McMullin was recently selected as the 1993-94 Rowan-Phi Beta Kappa Professor by the Phi Beta Kappa Society of America. A native of Donegal, Ireland and a prominent international figure in the philosophy of science, McMullin chaired Notre Dame's manell-Phi Beta Kappa

The "Second Imagination" comes into play when scientists are forced to explain events which they cannot understand in terms of substances and events which they cannot fathom. The solution of this second imagination is to devise new substances or events to explain the behavior being witnessed.

As science progresses into the age of quantum mechanics and subatomic physics, they are like the dual particle/wave nature of radiation need to be resolved by still another division of the imagination. The key to this "third imagination" lies in ontology.

McMullin will continue with the problem of imagination in the two remaining lectures in the series, the second of which will be held today in room 131 of the DeBartolo Quadrangle.

Youth crime linked to economy

By W. HUDSON GILES
News Writer

The rising crime rate among youths is an immense cost to the economy as well as to the African American community, said Yoontie Scruggs-Lefthand, director of the Urban Policy Institute at the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies, at a lecture Saturday night.

Scruggs-Lefthand spoke as part of the twenty-first annual alumni reunion of the Black Law Students Association (BLSA) this weekend.

"It is generally agreed and most recently documented in various journalistic profiles that rampant crime is costing America $425 billion dollars a year," she said.

She went on to say that it costs $9.75 billion to incarcerate America's convicts at $30,000 per person annually.

"There is a strong linkage between juvenile violence and the changing patterns of job availability, school enrollment, parental accountability, and neighborhood stability," she said, citing statistics.

122,000 juveniles were charged with violent crime in 1993 including assault, rape and murder.

Of those juveniles, 1,500 were under the age of nine and 8,000 were between ten and twelve years old. Twenty-five percent were between the ages of 13 and 14 years old.

Of all these youths, 49% were African American, according to Scruggs-Lefthand.

"Agy young men armed with automatic weapons have turned traditional centers of black sociability [such as] street corners, storefronts, stoops, and even the steps of churches, into dangerous and forbidden places," she said.

Scruggs-Lefthand said that not only the direct and opportunity costs were debilitating to the African American community, but the gang activity and loss of life were equally detrimental to the prosperity of African Americans nationwide.

"To many Americans, images of gang violence while tragic, remain just that—images," she said, declaring that action must be taken soon.

Scruggs-Lefthand was formerely the Deputy Mayor of Philadelphia and produced the national Urban Policy as an aide to President Jimmy Carter.

Many Americans believe that thinner is better.

People with eating disorders believe it so deeply that their weight and dieting success become the measure of their self-esteem.

Thinking that eating is the cause and result of many of their problems, they become trapped in a vicious cycle of repeated, ritualistic, and rigid behavior focused on food.

How To Help a Friend With an Eating Concern

Presented by
Rita Donley
Assistant Director
University Counseling Center

Tuesday, March 22, 1994, at 7 p.m.
Foster Room (3rd Floor, LaFortune Student Center)

This week is National Collegiate Health and Wellness Week, brought to you by the Office of Alcohol and Drug Education.
S. Africa ready for change

By TOM COHEN
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - A seat on the U.N. Security Council, diplomatic advancement and commercial relations with former enemies. Resuscitating a continent

Such visions are the concerns of African leaders as they seek to forge a southern Africa trading bloc capable of competing with those in Western Europe, the Far East and America.

"If we do not produce the success story here, I can only see darkness. The whole region will just come poorer and drift into chaos," said Roelf Roos, a South African foreign minister who has been a key representative in South Africa's talks with those in Europe.

A powerful military, advanced technology, and the strongest economy in the region give it unique advantages within Africa.

Internationally, South Africa meets the criteria for a permanent member of the U.N. Security Council, U.N. special representative Lakhdar Brahimi said recently.

Under white rule, South Africa could not fully exploit its resources. It became a "black" nation, held back by the various headwinds of apartheid and sanctions, squandered and ignored.

"It is as if the whole world wished Africa to produce a success story," said Roos. "For a seat on the U.N. Security Council, diplomatic advancement and commercial relations with former enemies, resuscitating a continent."
When you think of music scenes, places like Chapel Hill, Olympia, Athens, and Washington D.C. come more readily to mind than Notre Dame. Does that mean that Notre Dame students in search of original music would pack up their bags and head for the Tarheel state, the nation's capital, or the great Northwest? It might surprise more than a few people that the answer to this question is NO. Such action would be drastic as unnecessary because while Notre Dame is filled from a considerably larger talent pool, there is definitely a strong group of bands at Notre Dame that are highly acclaimed, the music scene at Notre Dame is both respectable and largely unappreciated. With only a slight amount of effort one can uncover a rich and talented music scene under the golden dome.

In talking to Joe Cannon, guitarist and singer of emLy, you find one of the most widespread views among campus musicians expressed; that there is definitely a strong group of bands at Notre Dame that faced with a constant struggle against lack of interest from a large portion of the student body.

"Being the music director at WVFI, I hear a lot of major and independent bands say the music stuff that bands here, like July, Consequence, Emily & Spokes is as good if not better than a large portion of it. It is just that many students think we are a bunch of really bad things that are different, like much of the current original music on campus, and therefore do not support those bands that play original music.

He does think, however, that the interest and acceptance level of original music bands is on the rise. "With the interest in original music on campus sparked a few years ago by bands like Brian Colin & Vince and Chisel coupled with the encouragement of a 'alternative music' it seems that more people are willing to listen and enjoy the original music that is going on here."

Brian Muller, formerly of Brian, Colin & Vince and currently in Krype Street, has a very interesting take on the Notre Dame music scene. He also echoes the sentiment that there are quality bands at Notre Dame. He feels that the bands emly, Emily's Real Secret, and July are as good as any that he experienced in the Boston music scene during his semester at Boston U.

"He is of a different mind, however, on the supposed lack of interest in original campus music. "It is often said that Domers just like cover bands, but if a band plays original music and is really excited about what they are doing then eventually people will like them and listen to them."

"The lack of a really strong music scene at Notre Dame is a definite problem to a band in our position. Getting noticed and respected here is quite a few music without the support and reputation of a strong music scene is a hard and slower process. He thinks that one of the major problems with the small size Notre Dame is the lack of places to bands to play. "With most of the already small number of bars in South Bend leaning towards having the safer and more moneywise lucrative cover bands play gigs in there places it is harder and harder for bands to play original music to get our there and perform like they need to in order to make progress. We definitely need more places like Dalloway's and the Loft where bands can play."

He also agrees with Brian Muller in that the struggle the scene fluctuates with the quality of the current bands. Fortunately this year the scene is good. The mantle is often said that the quality of the current bands is a mirror of the quality of the student body. Fortunately this year the scene is good. The mantle is chiseled by Joe Cannon and Brian Colin & Vince has been picked up by Emily & Spokes and July with just as much gusto and talent. But next year who knows what will happen. There are a lot of people that play at a lot of places to bands and I don't pay well, but there is a decent trend decently successful.

There are a lot of bands and there are not many places for bands to play. "There are a lot of places to bands now there are a lot of places to bands."

Not all types of music are represented at every college campus. "I don't know if any are really that big enough to be a part of the scene and I do not think, there are not many places to play and it doesn't pay well, but there is a decent trend decently successful."

The diversity of college campuses extends beyond the weather, size, location, or any of the other mostly commonly thought of differences. Campus bands are often overlooked as a genuine symbol of singularity on that particular campus. The collective group of bands on any campus represents the mood, the spirit, and the problems of their own campuses.

The main thrust is to be loud, challenge the town, and be as shocking and offensive as you possibly can," said Bill Heisel of the University of Montana scene, "we have a band here called Journey Rosenparker named after one of the band member's mothers, who stir up interest with their publicity posters. One of their recent posters was based on abortion right after an abortion clinic was bombed nearby. In concert they like to show up in topless like whipped cream and peanut butter and they also mock a lot of other bands."

Interest about campus bands seems to be very high at the present, as many people spoke of a host of bars, fraternity houses, clubs, and other local venues being extremely receptive because of the quality. A lot of people play in bands around here. They set up aca for some bands, who play everything you could imagine. They play at other campuses because there are a lot of campus bands nearby. They get really good when they come together," said Mike Daly at the Berklee College of Music in Boston.

"We have one decent place to play, like with a stage and good sound system because we're in such a small town, but there are quite a few bands for the area. A lot of bands become disillusioned because there are not many places to play and it doesn't pay well, but there is a decent trend decently successful."

"We have the Furleys, who are named after Mr. Furley from Three's Company. They play at local bars and they're hooked up with some local bands which enable them to get more shows, but I don't think, from what I've seen, that the Furleys or any of the other bands will do anything after college," said Jim Radosta at Pepperdine University. "The whole idea of a college atmosphere does not warrant longevity among bands."

Regardless of what type of music the band plays, it is always fascinating to hear about the originality and the styles that makes each band different from the others.

"Suedeshane is pretty big around here," said Brian Carothers at the University of Illinois. "They have a very alternative sound and it just has a great appeal to it."

Although these bands come together and write music togethernow throughout their entire four years in college, the chances of moving on to staying together and "forming a career in music" are quite slim.

"I don't know if any are really that big enough to be a part of the scene and I don't think, there are not many places to play and it doesn't pay well, but there is a decent trend decently successful."

"We have the Furleys, who are named after Mr. Furley from Three's Company. They play at local bars and they're hooked up with some local bands which enable them to get more shows, but I don't think, from what I've seen, that the Furleys or any of the other bands will do anything after college," said Jim Radosta at Pepperdine University. "The whole idea of a college atmosphere does not warrant longevity among bands."

Music reflects student attitudes
New Catechism offers liberation via understanding

The Catechism of the Catholic Church, issued by Pope John Paul II in 1992, is all about means for the "liberation of the soul and mind through a renewed understanding of the truths of the faith." Among the means proposed in the Catechism is the study of the Church's teaching on family. In his homily on April 29, 1993, John Paul II said that the Catechism "serves to educate people in the faith which the Catholic Church professes and proclaims. However, it is a gift for all. In fact, it is a word to all and must reach everyone." (Emphasis added) Even Notre Dame students.

The Pope has gone over the heads of the professors and clerical adherents of The New American Church. In Veritatis Splendor and the Catechism he offers to everyone, a chance to find out for themselves what the Church is and teaches, so that they can make an informed judgment for themselves. Some professors and trendy clerics and nuns will advise you, as students, that these documents were not intended to be read by mere people. They will try to dissuade you, to keep you from reading them, and deride you if you do. But don't let them kid you. Take it as a summer project to read both Veritatis Splendor and the Catechism for yourself. Pray about what you have read. And make up your own mind as to where you stand.

Professor Rice is on the Law School Faculty. His column appears every other Monday.

---

CHARLES E. RICE

This is the first official catechism of the Catholic Church, issued by Pope John Paul II in 1992. For more than three decades of-and-law school teaching, I have taught graduates of Catholic colleges, including more from Notre Dame than from anywhere else. In my opinion, students at those institutions, through no fault of their own, tend to be shortchanged in the treatment by those colleges of the teachings of the Catholic Church. In fact, an orthodoxy of dissent prevails. What the students learn about the Church is often filtered through the lens of a professor who has a distorted idea of the nature of the Church and its teachings. The curricula tend to offer the student no predictable opportunity to study the rich Catholic tradition in its undisputed totality.

Cardinal Ratzinger about the Church is often filtered through the lens of a professor who has a distorted idea of the nature of the Church and its teachings. The curricula tend to offer the student no predictable opportunity to study the rich Catholic tradition in its undisputed totality.

Before the prevailing politically correct orthodoxy is that the Church ought to be a democracy and that it is rigid and oppressive especially in its treatment of women and teachings on sex. Unless they select exceptional courses or have unusual access to other sources, students in Catholic colleges frequently avoid a caricature of the Church and the teachings it merits as a coherent decision as to whether to accept or reject the teachings of the Church.

The Catechism does not dispute but states the faith positively, the faith which has its own inner reasonableness.

T

Cardinal O'Connor

who, after Christ has ascended into heaven and the apostles would have died, would still carry on to the end of time. The countrerculural nature of the Catechism is evident also in its treatment of the family: "A man and a woman united in marriage, together with their children, form a family... The family is the original cell of social life. It is the natural society in which man and woman are called to give themselves to each other in love and in the dedication of life." (No.202, 2207). Notice that Freddy and Harry cannot a family make.

It would be a mistake to assume that the Catechism is a catalogue of rules. As Cardinal O'Connor put it, "This Catechism, despite advance criticism of those who haven't yet seen it, is not a list of condemnations." (emphasis added) Even Notre Dame students.

GARRY TRAUBE

QUOTE OF THE DAY

W e are here and it is now. Further than that, all knowledge is moonshine.

H.L. Mencken
LETTERS

Lack of support for women's basketball
Where was the ND family at the NCAA's?

Dear Editor:

We are writing to express our disappointment in the Notre Dame students who supported the University of Minnesota's women's basketball team the other night. It seemed that the majority of the fans did not realize that the game was being held. Perhaps a responsible fan would have stayed instead, in order to show true support for an event that was not only important for the team, but also equally important for the women who were playing in the tournament.

The spirit of Notre Dame only extends to the football games and occasional women's basketball games (which often seem to be students wanting to see a national powerhouse and not our team).

Before this game, I really thought the spirit of Notre Dame existed beyond the football season, but today I really doubt that notion. How many of you had something so pressing that you could not take a few hours to support our team?

To conclude, I'd like to congratulate the women's basketball team. You are a group which Notre Dame can be proud of. Thank you for your sacrifice and commitment to making the basketball season as good as it can be.

However, to the student body, shame on you! The Notre Dame students worked so hard to get to this point, and you showed them little support. I hope next year, when the women make the conference once again, the visiting school will truly experience the spirit of Notre Dame as I believe exists.

WAYNE GOYEA
Senior
Alumni Hall

The following is a copy of a letter from the University of Notre Dame Student Government to the South Bend Chief of Police, Ron Marciniak, regarding the St. Patrick's Day police raid in the South Bend area.

We are writing to you as representatives of Notre Dame students to bring to your attention the events taken place at Lafayette Square between March 17th and March 18th, 1994.

The confrontation that happened on Saturday was an unpleasant experience for all students and police officers involved. We believe that the incident was used to intimidate the students, while needlessly risking injury to all those present. Most students, some intoxicated, were forced from the premises and ordered to return to their homes.

The rash action deprived them of access to safe transportation from Lafayette Square to their destinations. Students were verbally and physically harassed while en route to another location than being a Notre Dame student. Kegs and tap dispensers were removed from the homes of many students who had committed no crime and were given no information about the immediate and rightful return of their property. This action has been avoided.

Why wasn't it?

Two years ago, a celebration happened on the Patrick's Day with a great deal of publicity and seemingly little harm. A previous incident occurred last year when a similar event took place. Whether it was a comparable incident or not is of little importance. Your Department has the responsibility of preventing and discouraging undergraduate drinking, and we believe that your action was reasonable.

We realize that the task force presented at Lafayette Square on Thursday night was carried out with the responsibility of preventing and discouraging undergraduate drinking. However, a small but very vocal group of students did not think that their intent was exclusively focused on that objective. Our representatives were able to interact with your officers, yet the opinions of page 11
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Shame on ND student body

Lack of support for women's basketball

Dear Editor:

I'm writing in regard to this week's Women's basketball game, which as most of you may know was a part of the championship game.

I was extremely disappointed with the lack of support that we had for the game last Wednesday. Looking at the polls I can see that the impression that the University of Minnesota had more fans than we had students in the crowd.

I don't think it's fair to say that your office, and students proceeded to hold their individual communication was initiated by your discontent. We understand your premeditated raid? Was you are responsible for the ugly and unnecessary incident that your arm than it is to jump the fence at Lafayette Square with a stereo under your arm than it is to jump with beer and bands. You have written to Mayor Joseph Kernan, asking why this is so. I encourage you students to do the same. Maybe we could wind up changing things around for everyone, but until that time comes, be careful about messing with the cops. It seems that they really don't care what happens to you anyway. By the way, if you want to write to Mayor Kernan, his address is: 311 N. St. Joseph City Bldg./South Bend, IN 46601. Drop him a line.

Marty Phelan
Junior
Haller Hall

Students address Police Chief

Dear Editor:

We are writing to you as elected representatives of Notre Dame students to bring to your attention the events taken place at Lafayette Square between March 17th and March 18th, 1994.

The confrontation that happened on Saturday was an unpleasant experience for all students and police officers involved. We believe that the incident was used to intimidate the students, while needlessly risking injury to all those present. Most students, some intoxicated, were forced from the premises and ordered to return to their homes.

The rash action deprived them of access to safe transportation from Lafayette Square to their destinations. Students were verbally and physically harassed while en route to another location than being a Notre Dame student. Kegs and tap dispensers were removed from the homes of many students who had committed no crime and were given no information about the immediate and rightful return of their property. This action has been avoided.

Why wasn't it?

Two years ago, a celebration happened on the Patrick's Day with a great deal of publicity and seemingly little harm. A previous incident occurred last year when a similar event took place. Whether it was a comparable incident or not is of little importance. Your Department has the responsibility of preventing and discouraging undergraduate drinking, and we believe that your action was reasonable.

We realize that the task force presented at Lafayette Square on Thursday night was carried out with the responsibility of preventing and discouraging undergraduate drinking. However, a small but very vocal group of students did not think that their intent was exclusively focused on that objective. Our representatives were able to interact with your officers, yet the opinions of...
Children aging between ten and sixteen were given the opportunity to join their sophomore siblings at Notre Dame for a weekend full of activities, including a tour of Notre Dame Stadium and a dinner/dance featuring speakers Patty O'Hara, Vice President of Student Affairs and Oscar McBride, Notre Dame football player. Underlying all of these events was the opportunity to develop a closer relationship with their older siblings and to get a preview of life at Notre Dame, or any university. The Sophomore Weekend was organized by Sara Ford, a sophomore who also entertained a brother for the weekend. Ford felt that the goals of the weekend were to "provide fun activities and give sophomores a chance to give their siblings a taste of Notre Dame." Events were specifically selected by Ford and her assistants to appeal to younger siblings aging between ten and sixteen. The events were designed to convey the sense of community at Notre Dame to become closer to their older brothers and sisters in an enjoyable environment, without parents or other family members. Ford added that the sophomore year was the perfect time to hold such an event because freshmen are still adjusting to university life, while many juniors are studying abroad.

On Saturday evening, the dance was one of the favorites of the both the sophomores and their siblings. Sophomore Chris Collins described the dance as, "ill made the siblings feel as if they really counted." Collins also felt that O'Hara and McBride gave effective, entertaining speeches offering informative advice to the sophomores and their siblings.

While most of the sophomores enjoyed the dinner, many participants also toured the Notre Dame Stadium. The tour gave sophomores and their siblings a chance to see the locker room, run out of the tunnel, step onto the field as a team, and walk around the press box. The tour had special meaning for the large group of Irish football fans among the siblings, many of whom had never seen the field on which their favorite team played, according to Collins.

Although most of the sophomores were joined by just one sibling, some had several siblings joining them. Danielle Fresch's three siblings, aged eight, twelve and fifteen, traveled to Notre Dame for the weekend. Fresch described the weekend as, "great but interesting.

Due to the variety of age groups there evolved different perspectives of Notre Dame; the oldest sibling was actively seeking out the university as a place she would like to attend, mean while the younger siblings were primarily curious to see where their sister lived for most of the year. Fresch also noted an unusual fringe benefit of having three siblings attend the weekend, "it gives my parents a weekend off to go to Chicago.

While the activities presented during the weekend gave the siblings a strong sense of what daily life at Notre Dame is like, Ford stressed that this was not a recruiting weekend. Instead, the weekend was designed to strengthen the bond between sophomores and their siblings while providing insight into what college life is like.

According to Collins, Sophomore Sibs weekend was successful because it presented his brother with an entirely new perspective of his family. The weekend allowed his siblings to, "know what my life is like at Notre Dame."
Big dancers dwindle 
By JIM O'NEILL Associate Press

There are 16 teams left in the NCAA tournament and 15 games to play before a national champion is crowned.

The regional semifinals start Thursday night and by late Sunday afternoon there will be only four teams left. No wonder those four days are considered by many as the best of the college basketball season.

"When: Friday and Sunday. 

Where: Miami, Tenn.

Who: Top-seeded Purdue vs. fourth-seeded Kansas and sixth-seeded Marquette vs. second-seeded Duke.

Why: There aren't many people left who don't know Purdue's Glenn Robinson, the nation's leading scorer and the only unanimous All-America. Select the Rollermenagers will face a Kansas team that played excellent defense in advancing as just as it did last year in getting to the Final Four.

Duke was knocked out in the second round last year, ending a run of five straight Final Four appearances to back-to-back national championships. Marquette kept Kentucky from returning to the Final Four and advanced to the regional semifinals for the first time since 1979. It should be quite a matchup in the middle with Duke's Cherokee Parks against Jim McIlvaine of the Warriors.

MIDWEST: When: Friday and Sunday. 

Where: Dallas

Who: Top-seeded Arkansas vs. 12th-seeded Tulsa and 10th-seeded Maryland vs. third-seeded Michigan.

Why: The region of upsets. The news could be bad for Tulsa, the 50th straight 12th seed to advance in the regional semifinals and all have been knocked out in that round by a top-seeded team. Arkansas, the team with the country's No. 1 fan in Washington, beat the Golden Hurricane earlier in the season.

Michigan is looking to get its third straight national championship and will play a team almost as young as the Wolverines were the last two seasons when the Fab Five advanced as freshmen and sophomores. Maryland starts turning to the Final Four and with John McKnaugton the nation's leading scorer and a team of maligned coaches, Norm Stewart and Jim Boheim, who have battled over and over a loss in the tournament.

WEST: When Thursday and Saturday.

Where: Los Angeles

Who: Top-seeded Missouri vs. fourth-seeded Syracuse and second-seeded Arizona vs. third-seeded Louisville.

What: The most maligned of the regions when the draw was announced is the only one to advance its top four seeds. The Missouri-Syracuse matchup is one of maligned coaches, Norm Stewart and Jim Boheim, who have battled over and over a loss in the tournament.

Classifieds

LOST & FOUND

LOST: GOLD RING. WE GREATLY REWARD OFFERED IF FOUND PLEASE CALL X4298

LOST - in ELD Grey LI. Bean running shoes. Reward: Call Mary Sue, 263-1076.

Found - Watch outside 69E Tues. am call 470-3710 to identify.

Found-lady's watch in Newstead on Wed. Call Col. 631-0761 to identify.

We know the sound of two hands clapping, but what is the sound of one hand clapping? My right hand clapping, one hand clapping? My right hand clapping!

WANTED

$7500. Ask Robbins at the summer rental office. (1-208-760-0219)

Cruise Ships: Hi-Rings - Earn up to $2000+mo. on Cruise Ships or Land Tour companies. Work travel Summer & Full Time employment available. For info. call 1-988-634-0488 ext. CSM34

Looking for a Used Car in Good Condition. Call 4-2029

ALASKA FISHERMEN SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. EARN UP TO $15,000 THIS SUMMER IN CAN- MERMERIES, PROCESSORS, ETC. MALE/FEMALE. NO EXPER. NEEDS CATFISH ROOMBOAT TRAVEL, OFTEN PROVIDED GUARANTEEED SUCCESS (?1994-95) EX$200.

SUMMER LIFE GUARD We need 1-2 fully-qualified life- 
guards for our miniature water park in Granje, 40x40 ft, at $25.00/hr. Complete season hours, S-5p,Father's Day, June 25. Weekends only after school starts. Call Jim Wyse 277-1595.

Bed and Breakfast fast graduation and 

4-bedrooms (both) and 1 bedroom (all 

boys) with meals - 10 minutes from campus. Reasonable, call 258-3286

RENT

FURNISHED APARTMENT, KITCHEN, PHONE, 3 MIN. OF N. 

CAMPUS 272-0815

BED IN BREAKFAST HOMES-MEMORIAL WEEKENDS 

(202)911-1133

Turtle Court Townhouse for school year 1994-95 is available. Call Reg at x1400 for information.

9 HAVE A 2-4P. DFB - LOOKING FOR FAL ROOMMATE FOR 1ST SEM ONLY AT 947 AT CLEVELAND. CALL: 281-4945 CR 4934

FOR SALE

1994 BUICK ELECTRA LTD. LIGHT BLUE $4 DOOR 

CARXINO H OFFER

RENT

SUMMER JOBS - ALL 

LANDWATER SPORTS, PRES- 

TENTS, CHILDREN'S CAMPUS 

ADROCK MOUNTAINS, NEVIS 

NORTH SHORE 

LANDING CALL 1-206-766-8373

QUALITY COPIES, QUALITY.

LaForest Student Center Phone E91-4570

PERSONAL

LISTED

AND IF YOU CAN'T ENJOY THE ONE YOU HAVE, 

LOVE THE ONE YOU'RE WITH.

Missy J. 

Happy sweetheart

Harry 

Mary

Margaret, 

happy happy happy happy happy happy birthdayhappy birthdayhappy birthdayhappy happy happy happy

Love, Robert

Yes Rugby Twinkle
The Observer • SPORTS

Tulsa tips Okla. St.

By DOUG FERGUSON
Associated Press

OKLAHOMA CITY
Tulsa continued its surprising ride through Midwest Regional Sunday, rallying from a 12-point deficit in the second half behind Pooh Williamson to upset No. 4 seed Oklahoma State, 82-80. Williamson scored 14 of his 20 points in the second half and came up with several huge plays, but it was Lou Dawkins who finished off the Cowboys with a 3-pointer from the left corner with 8.6 seconds left. That gave 12th-seeded Tulsa (23-7) an 82-78 lead, and the Cowboys managed only a follow shot from Bryant Reeves before time expired on them. It was the fifth straight year that a 12th seed advanced into the Sweet 16. Dawkins seemed to have hurt Tulsa's chances by missing the front end of a one-and-one with 59 seconds left. But Gary Collier, who led the Golden Hurricane with 25 points, grabbed the miss and put it back in for a 79-78 lead. Reeves, so dominant in the first half for the Cowboys (24-10), had a 5-footer go in and out with 41 seconds left, then Dawkins hit his 3-pointer with three seconds left on the shot clock.

Reeves scored 32 for Oklahoma State, which had defeated Tulsa 73-61 earlier this season. The Hurricane was without Shea Seals in that game, and the Cowboys played this one with out Fred Burley, who was suspended for breaking unspecified team rules. Seals had 13 for Tulsa, including a 3-pointer that tied the game at 66 and a follow shot over Reeves that gave the Hurricane a 74-73 lead. Brooks Thompson, the Cowboys' second-leading scorer at 17 points a game, was held scoreless in the second half and finished with 11.

The Hurricane rallied from a 50-39 halftime deficit that had grown to 54-42 on Reeves' turnaround jump shot with 17:23.

Collier hit a 3-pointer, and Williamson hit a driving layup to tie the game at 66 and a follow shot over Reeves that gave the Hurricane a 74-73 lead. Brooks Thompson, the Cowboys' second-leading scorer at 17 points a game, was held scoreless in the second half and finished with 11.
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Louisville marches on, 60-55

By NICHOLAS K. GERANIOS
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif.
Dwayne Morton scored 26 points, including five in a row that gave Louisville a final lead, as the Cardinals beat Minnesota 60-55 Sunday to advance to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA tournament.

Morton hit five 3-pointers in a second-half game that featured a combined 19 long range shots. His final 3-pointer gave Louisville the lead for good at 56-55 with 1:20 left, and two free throws iced the victory.

Voshon Lenard led sixth-seeded Minnesota (21-12) with 20 points, including four three-pointers.

Morton scored eight of Louisville's first 14 points as the Cardinals jumped to a 14-11 lead. But the Gophers responded with 16 unanswered points on route to a 34-22 halftime advantage.

Four 3-pointers keyed an 18-4 Louisville run to open the second half. The Cardinals took the lead 40-38 with 10:14 left on Greg Minor's jump shot.

The lead began whiplash between the teams. Lenard's 3-pointer gave the Gophers a 46-45 lead. Morton's two free throws swung the lead back to Louisville, then a 3 by Townsend Oror gave the advantage back to Minnesota 49-47.

Jason Osborne stole the ball and slammed a dunk to tie the game at 52-52 with 3:51 left. Osborne's free throw gave Louisville the lead.

Lenard's responded with another 3-pointer to put Minnesota ahead 55-53.

Then Morton's fifth 3-pointer gave Louisville a 56-55 lead. Minnesota's Arriel McDonald missed two free throws with 31 seconds left, and Morton was fouled on the rebound attempt.

He hit both for a 58-55 Louisville lead.

Lenard missed two 3-point attempts in the closing seconds. David Grim added 14 points for Minnesota 12 in the first half.

Neither team shot well in the game, with Louisville hitting 41 percent of its shots and Minnesota 41.5.

The Cardinals of the Metro Conference are making their second consecutive trip to the Sweet 16. They last played Arizona in the 1982 Mideast Region semifinal, with Louisville winning.

Turn in your favorite undergraduate teacher for the:

Frank O'Malley Award

Pick up nomination papers in the Student Government office.

They are due back on March 25th.

Reeves turns tables, Arizona advances

By WENDY E. LANE
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif.
Defensive specialist Khalid Reeves hadn't heard of Junior Burrough until Burrough got the best of him in the first half.

The second half belonged to Reeves.

Reeves burned Cornell Parker for 21 of his 30 points in the second half Sunday, taking Arizona into the round of 16 with a 71-58 victory over Virginia in the West Regional.

"I think in the first half I wasn't moving with the ball," Reeves said. "I came into the second half knowing I'm always aggressive in the second half. I just played my heart out."

Parker, who held Reeves to nine points in the first half, picked up his third foul early in the second and couldn't keep a lid on Reeves, who a day earlier had responded "Corlal what?" when asked about the Virginia senior.

"He knew I had two fouls," Parker said. "After I picked up my third, I guess I was pretty timid the rest of the game."

"He's a great defender," Reeves said, "but he just didn't play the way he did in the first half."

Not by a long shot.

Reeves opened the second half by scoring second-seeded Arizona's first six points. He made 10 of 20 shots from the field and was 10-of-13 from the line.

Arizona, a first-round loser to Virginia last year, got 15:06 to play.

Then Reeves took over, scoring nine straight points and putting the Wildcats ahead by eight. He capped his romp with a tough bank shot and grabbed a defensive rebound at the other end.

In the first half, the Wildcats fell behind 21-13, then scored 10 unanswered points. Stoudamire had nine points during the run while Arizona hit the defensive boards and pressed the Cavaliers.

They increased their defensive intensity and tried to pressure the basketball more," Jones said. "We tried to rush things."

Reeves, who leads the Wildcats with a 24-point average, scored only three points in the game's first 17 minutes while being guarded by Parker. But Reeves, who scored 32 in a first-round win over Loyola of Maryland, got loose for three consecutive baskets while Parker sat out the final three minutes of the first half.

Consider a Concentration in Science, Technology & Values

• Take a Course
• Elect the Concentration
• Consider an Inter-disciplinary Career
• Meet Others Sharing Your Interests/Concerns

"STV Courses Take Up The Questions Of Our Lives"

Informational Meeting:
Tuesday, March 22
8:00-9:00 p.m.
Room 115 O'Shaughnessy
Marquette maintains poise as Kentucky falls

By FRED GOODALL
Associated Press

St. Petersburg, Fla.
Tony Miller handled Kentucky's defensive pressure and Marquette survived one of the Wildcats' furious second-half rallies Sunday to advance to the Sweet 16 for the first time in 15 years with a 75-63 victory in the NCAA Southeast Regional.

Damon Key scored 25 points and Miller, a 5-foot-11 playmaker with a three times as many assists as turnovers this season, broke Kentucky's vaunted full-court trapping defense for a key basket as the sixth-seeded Warriors (24-8) held on after blowing most of an 18-point lead.

Tony Delk scored 22 of his 24 points in the second half as third-seeded Kentucky, which three times this season overcame double-digit deficits to win, rallied from a 42-24 deficit.

The Kentucky guard scored 12 in a 15-0 run the Wildcats used to get back into the game, then made his fourth 3-pointer during a 10-2 spurt that trimmed Marquette's lead to 54-56 with 6:40 to go.

Miller took over from there, dribbling the length of the floor to beat Kentucky pressure and make a layup over Jared Prickett, then avoiding costly mistakes down the stretch.

Marquette made 10 of 13 free throws in the final minutes enabled him to finish with 22 points.

The game may have been the last for Michigan State coach Jud Heischl. The 66-year-old Heischl led the Spartans to a 21-11 record this year, and has said he will decide this summer whether to retire after 18 seasons at the school.

Heischl, known for his defense and much as offense, stuck close to respect for most of the game, often fighting through several picks. Even when Heischl seemed to shake free, Antonio Lang or Marty Chris Collins rushed to pick him up.

Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski, who relied on his outside shooters to beat Texas Southern 82-70 in the first round, vowed to go inside to pick up Kentucky.

Late in the second half, it worked. Kentucky went nearly seven minutes without a field goal and Miller took control inside. He answered Respert with a free throw, then a block and a steal.

Kentucky rallied from a half-time deficit to win six times this season, but wasn't quite equal to this task after Roney Eford made a 3-pointer to give Marquette a 42-24 lead midway through the second half.

The victory sends Marquette on a run of the Volunteers in the seventh inning on Mages' two-run home run, but Tennessee pulled away in a run with both the eighth and ninth innings.

Junior Bob Lisanti led the Irish with three hits including a double while Mapes added two, including the seventh inning blast and Greg Layson chipped in two also. Sollmann, Haas, Topham and Bobbie Kent also contributed hits to the Irish effort.

Tim Kraus, the first of four Irish pitchers, got the win with three shutout innings in an exhibition against Chou University.

Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski, shown here after his 1991 national championship, watched his Blue Devils advance on Sunday past Michigan State 85-74.

Devilish defense helps Duke advance

By BEN WALKER
Associated Press

St. Petersburg, Fla.
All-America Grant Hill and the Duke Blue Devils shut out high-scoring Shawn Respert until early in the second half and defeated Michigan 85-74 Sunday in the second round of the NCAA Southeast Regional.

Hill scored 25 points and led a dominating defense that sent Duke (25-5) in the round of 16 for the eighth time in the last nine years.

Cherokee Parks added 24 points for the second-seeded Blue Devils, who will play Marquette in Knoxville, Tenn., on Thursday night. The sixth-seeded Warriors surprised Kentucky 75-63 earlier at the ThunderDome.

Respert, averaging nearly 25 points, was held scoreless on just one shot in the first half and forced into six turnovers. His first basket came with 16:49 left, and a late flurry in the final minutes enabled him to finish with 22 points.

The game may have been the last for Michigan State coach Jud Heischl. The 66-year-old Heischl led the Spartans to a 21-11 record this year, and has said he will decide this summer whether to retire after 18 seasons at the school.

Heischl, known for his defense and much as offense, stuck close to respect for most of the game, often fighting through several picks. Even when Heischl seemed to shake free, Antonio Lang or Marty Chris Collins rushed to pick him up.

Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski, who relied on his outside shooters to beat Texas Southern 82-70 in the first round, vowed to go inside to pick up Kentucky. The strategy worked as Duke built up a 10-point lead late in the first half and was ahead by at least three points the rest of the way.
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Washington's Chad Harrvigson (4-0) went eight innings and gave up seven hits and two runs for the victory.

Irish freshman Larry Mooh took the loss for Notre Dame giving up three hits and two runs in 4.2 innings on the mound. Moohs was the third of five Irish pitchers in the game.

On Thursday, the Irish pounded out one more hit than Tennessee, but fell to the Volunteers 8-5.

Price took the loss allowing five hits and three runs in a four inning performance.

Notre Dame drew within a run of the Volunteers in the seventh inning on Mages' two-run home run, but Tennessee pulled away in a run with both the eighth and ninth innings.

Junior Bob Lisanti led the Irish with three hits including a double while Mapes added two, including the seventh inning blast and Greg Layson chipped in two also. Sollmann, Haas, Topham and Bobbie Kent also contributed hits to the Irish effort.

Tim Kraus, the first of four Irish pitchers, got the win with three shutout innings in an exhibition against Chou University.

“AS YOU WISH”}

IMPORTS
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Brazil • Mexico • India
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GET REAL EXPERIENCE MANAGING A BUSINESS

APPLY FOR A STUDENT MANAGER POSITION AT THE HUDDLE

The Graduate School of Business

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO

MBA

Professional education for positions of leadership in the Jesuit tradition of excellence.
Candidates may begin program in any quarter.
For information call 312-455-4120
or complete coupon below.

Water Tower Campus
350 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Loyola is an equal opportunity
employer/educator.

Mail to:
Loyola University Chicago
Graduate Business School
520 N. Michigan Ave. • Chicago, IL 60611

Name:
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Mailing Address:

City : State Zip

Rewards:
• $10 PER HOUR
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• FREE MEALS AT WORK
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• 15-20 HRS PER WEEK
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• HARD WORK
• WORK SOME NIGHT SHIFTS
• WORK SOME WEEKENDS
• BE ABLE TO WORK EXTRA ON HOME FOOTBALL WEEKENDS

Apply in Person at the Huddle
Located at the Fortune Student Center
Ask for BM 631-6902
Position is for Fall Semester
Training will start as soon as possible
Successful applicants are available
Could work this summer if desired
**Hoosiers hit 3’s, oust Owls, 67-58**

By DAVID GINSBURG

**LANDOVER, Md.**

Bob Knight and John Chaney, two feisty coaches seemingly out of the same mold, finally met and the guy with history on his side came away the winner.

Indiana used an aggressive defense and some sharp-shooting from 3-point range Sunday to advance to the final 16 of the NCAA tournament for the fourth straight year with a 67-58 victory over Temple.

The win gave Knight 40 victories in NCAA tournament play, a number reached only by UCLA’s John Wooden and North Carolina’s Dean Smith. He has been to the Final Four five times, winning the national championship in 1976, ’81 and ’87.

Only Wooden with 10 and Kentucky’s Adolph Rupp with four have won more.

The East Regional game marked the first matchup between Knight and Chaney, two men with enormous respect for each other.

“It was certainly a great pleasure to go against a master in this business, a man who has done a tremendous job of developing character in his team.” Chaney said. “We both felt like athletes ourselves, and I felt really good about that. I just wish I could have shot a jump shot, though.”

The Owls could have used some offense. Despite taking 19 more field-goal attempts than the Hoosiers, they shot only 33 percent from the floor and missed 15 of 21 3-pointers.

Indiana made 22 of 48 shots — including 10 of 20 3-pointers.

Brian Evans scored 18 points and Todd Leary had 13 of his 15 in the second half for fifth-seeded Indiana (21-8). Temple (23-8), the fourth seed, got 24 points from Eddie Jones and 19 from Aaron McKie, both playing their last college game.

“I love playing against Temple. They play hard and they compete,” Knight said.

“John has always had a great appreciation for defensive play, but I thought we played well defensively today, too.”

Temple is a heckuva team, and I told John Chaney, there’s nobody I’d less rather see us beat than he and his team because of the admiration I have for him and how hard they play,” Knight said.

And so the Hoosiers are back in the round of 16, despite an up-and-down season that featured a 50-point loss and injures to several starters.

The team will have to play the rest of the way without guard Sherron Wilkerson, who broke his leg in the second half.

“I don’t know if this is a bigger thrill than last year. We’ve got a good team,” said guard Damon Bailey, who has been tagged with a technical foul for an alleged -point shooting and hustling.

“We feel like we can play with any team, but a couple of games we didn’t show up. We can’t do that and expect to win,” Bailey said.

Chaney didn’t make it 11 minutes into the game before he had his first technical foul.

He maintained his composure the rest of the way, however, even as Indiana began to pull away.

Knight, meanwhile, sat on the bench for much of the game and rarely raised his voice.

Indiana was clinging to a 53-50 lead before Bailey hit a 3-pointer with 4:29 to go. After a basket by McKie, Alan Hendersen made two free throws and Leary followed a layup to make it 60-52 with 3:21 left.

Indiana had nine consecutive points to start an 18-3 run that tied it at 53 on a follow dunk by Eric Montross with 1:01 remaining.

Ninth-seeded Boston College (22-10) will meet Indiana, a 67-58 winner over Temple, in Friday’s regional semifinals in Miami.

“I don’t even want to hear about Indiana,” said Gerond Abram, who made six of the Eagles’ 12 3-pointers and led Boston College with 21 points.

“You can’t even imagine how good it feels right now to know Boston College secured its first trip to the round of 16 since 1985 by holding on after the Tar Heels (28-7) had rallied from a 14-point deficit in the second half.

When it was over, the Eagles’ fans at USAir Arena stormed the court in a scene similar to the celebration in South Bend, Ind., on Nov. 29, 1993, when the Boston College football team knocked off top-ranked Notre Dame.

“This is the longest the team has been on the road the day before a game, so it’s been a long run,” said guard Mike McInnis, who scored 11 points from the floor.

“North Carolina is a great team because of the admiration I have for him and how hard they play,” Knight said.

**Eagles pull upset of UNC**

By JOE MACENKA

**LANDOVER, Md.**

Boston College’s Eagles are getting good at this upset business.

Exactly four months after pulling off the biggest shocker of the college football season, the Eagles staged a repeat on the basketball floor Sunday by knocking defending champion North Carolina out of the NCAA tournament.

“This is clearly the best win since I’ve been coaching. I can’t put it into words how happy I am,” eighth-year coach Jim O’Brien said after BC’s 75-72 East Region victory over the top-ranked and top-seeded Tar Heels.

“I’m not really that surprised. We have a great deal of confidence in ourselves,” said Bill Curley, who scored 10 of Boston College’s last 11 points.

“Everybody was laughing at us, saying we didn’t have a chance. But we believe in ourselves.”

Boston College used timely 3-point shooting and busting through the boards to spoil North Carolina’s bid to become the winningest team in the history of the NCAA tournament.

Both the Tar Heels and UCLA have won 63 games in the event.

It also ended North Carolina’s run of 13 consecutive appearances in at least the region semifinals.

“There’s a lot of tears in that locker room,” coach Dean Smith said. “But they’re mature enough to know that there are bigger problems in the world.”

Ninth-seeded Boston College (22-10) will meet Indiana, a 67-58 winner over Temple, in Friday’s regional semifinals in Miami.

“Four months exactly, huh?” Boston College’s Howard Eisley said. “Happy anniversary.”

Down 50-36 with 17:34 left, North Carolina scored nine consecutive points to start an 18-3 run that tied it at 53 on a follow dunk by Eric Montross with 1:01 remaining.

Rashheed Wallace and Jerry Stackhouse scored four points each in the run, which included an intentional foul on Boston College’s Danya Abrams for slaming down Derrick Phelps from behind on a fast break.

Phelps lay on the floor for several minutes, after which he walked to the bench and stayed there the rest of the game.

The Tar Heels tied it again at 58, 70 and 72 before Curley sank a pair of free throws to make it 74-72 with 38.1 seconds left.

Senior Gernot Abram poured in 21 to lead Boston College over top-seeded North Carolina.

North Carolina’s Jeff McInnis missed a jumper in the lane with 21 seconds left, and Abram got the rebound. He was fouled with 17.6 seconds left and made one free throw.

The Tar Heels called a timeout to set up a final play, which ended up being a 20-foot baseline jumper by Wallace with five seconds left. The ball took a long bounce off the rim and Eisley tracked it down with two seconds left and ran out the clock.

“We were No. 1 in the polls,” Smith said, “but that means absolutely nothing until you get away from it for about 20 years and say, ‘Hey, that was a big season.’”

Curley had 18 points and nine rebounds and Abrams had 14 points and 10 rebounds. Eisley and Malcolm Huskaby each had 11 points.

North Carolina got 16 points and seven rebounds from Montross, 15 points from Stackhouse, 11 points from McInnis and 10 points and 13 rebounds from Wallace.
Fencing

continued from page 20

decision sealed the 9-3 win. That win put the Irish in the semi-finals against Penn where the Irish battled to an early 3-1 lead. However, two 5-4 bouts sparked Penn to a 9-5 victory, forcing the foil team to once again fence Fairleigh Dickinson for third place. Notre Dame averaged the earlier loss to the Knights by downing them 5-4 with Kangara leading the way(3-1) by defeating Pierrette Kalber 3-3 to clinch third.

“We are very happy with third,” said women’s head coach Yves Aurioz. “Our girls showed a lot of heart and determination Friday and Saturday. We defeated our big rival in a very tough Ohio State team, stopped the defending NCAA women’s foil champion Temple and came back to beat Fairleigh Dickinson. We are thrilled with third place.”

“The full teams’ accomplishments have set the stage for our sabre and epee teams,” commented DeCicco. “As I’ve said all season, this team has achieved all of its success through team efforts and not individual stars,” he added.

The men’s team competition will take place today in sabre and in epee tomorrow.

Not only is Notre Dame in contention to win the overall team title, but the Irish can also boast three All-American performances in the individual competitions. Sick finished fifth in the men’s foil individual meet at the Brandeis tournament on Friday. His fifth place finish was finalized after losing a 15-13 decision to Princeton’s Jadrien Steele who finished fourth. The freshman phenom’s performance earned him second-team All-American honors, while Brunner and Power placed 17th and 24th, respectively.

“I am very impressed with Jeremy’s performance on Friday,” said men’s head coach Mike DeCicco. “To finish in fifth place and be All-American as a freshman is phenomenal. He can build on this experience for the next three years.”

“I’m pleased with how I fenced Friday,” said Sick. “I’m coming back next year and I’ll work even harder.”

In the men’s sabre individual competition, senior captain Chris Hajnik finished 10th to claim third team All-American honors. Penn’s Evan Glanz eliminated Hajnik from the competition with a 15-10 win. Other finishers for Notre Dame were freshman Bill Lester, who took 21st, and senior Bernard Baz, who finished 24th.

The third All-American in the bunch includes Junior Rakesh Patel who took 12th place in men’s epee yesterday earning him third team All-American along with Hajnik. Seniors, epee captain Greg Wozniak, and Ian Girard ended up 13th and 24th, respectively.

The third All-American in the bunch includes Junior Rakesh Patel who took 12th place in men’s epee yesterday earning him third team All-American along with Hajnik. Seniors, epee captain Greg Wozniak, and Ian Girard ended up 13th and 24th, respectively.

Overall Standings

1. Penn State, 2625
2. Notre Dame, 2600
3. Penn, 2013
4. St. John’s, 1939
5. Fairleigh Dickinson, 1250

Men’s Foil Team Results

1. Notre Dame
2. St. John’s
3. Penn State
4. NYU

Women’s Foil Team Results

1. Penn State
2. Penn
3. Notre Dame
4. Fairleigh Dickinson
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Women roll along, win two

By KATE CRISHAM
Sports Writer

Like the Energizer bunny, they just keep going and going and going.

The 11th-ranked women’s tennis team continued their winning ways this weekend, defeating Illinois on Thursday and Western Michigan on Sunday to improve their record to 13-3.

The Irish are on a roll, having defeated six ranked teams this season. They overcame a sluggish start against a flustered unranked Illinois squad, defeating the Fighting Illini 6-3.

“We played real tentative against Illinois,” admitted head coach Jay Louderback. “We played a little scared, because we’ve been so used to playing against ranked teams.”

“Illinois is a very tough place to play,” he said. “They were pumped to play us. Our number three doubles team (of sophomores Bryn Holm and senior Terri Vitala) clinched the win for us.”

According to Louderback, the team wasn’t about to be surprised by Western Michigan.

“Western Michigan had just lost a very close match to Illinois, so we knew they would be a tough team,” he said. “We didn’t play well enough against Illinois, but we were ready for Western Michigan.”

The Irish didn’t disappoint, defeating Western Michigan handily 8-1.

Sophomore Sherri Vitala and her 11th ranked teammates earned two more victories this weekend to push their record to 13-3.

In the match against Illinois, sophomore Wendy Crabtree and senior Lisa Tholen recorded double wins. Crabtree defeated Kristi Meola 6-1, 6-3 at number one singles and Tholen defeated Jacklyn Baut 6-0, 7-6, before teaming at number-one doubles to defeat Kristen Jones and Camille Baldrich 4-6, 6-4, 6-4.

Against Western Michigan, sophomore Sherri Vitala, senior Christy Faustmann, and freshman Erin Gwenn recorded double wins. Vitala defeated Andrea England 6-0, 7-5 at number-two singles, then joined with sophomore Meredith Siegfried to defeat England and Shannon Dean 6-1, 6-0 at number-three doubles. Faustmann defeated Audrey Smith 6-2, 3-6, 6-0 at number-four singles and Gwenn defeated Dean 6-0, 6-1 at number-six singles. The two laker teamed at number-one doubles to defeat Holly Taylor and Heidi Cakans 6-3, 3-6, 6-1.

Pre-Law Meeting

March 21 - 7:30pm
Cushing Auditorium
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• GAS DRYER IN EACH UNIT
• GAS HEAT
• CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING
• PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT
• SKILLED & RESPONSIBLE MAINTENANCE

Only 1 Mile From Notre Dame Campus

Meet Our Friendly Staff And Let Them Show You Our Beautiful Townhomes

Now Taking Applications for '94 - '95 School Year For More Information Call 232-8256
Of Interest

"Job Search Orientation for Juniors," a workshop given by Paul Reynolds will take place today from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the Hayes-Healy Center Auditorium. This presentation is designed to give juniors an overview of the types of activities involved in preparing for the job search in their senior year as well as how the Career and Placement Services office can assist in this process.

RA River Runs Through It will be shown tonight at 10 p.m. in the Oak Room Public Cafeteria. Admission is free.

Mite your Arts & Letters Major. Seminars on these majors will be given today. African-American Studies, Art Art History & Design, European Studies, Government, and Latin American Studies. Contact the Freshman Year of Studies for more information.

DINING HALL

Notre Dame

Tortellini Soup

Chicken Strips

Baked Cajan Solo

Saint Mary's

Turkey Breast

Reef Shrimp

Black-eyed Peas

American Red Cross

Take a first aid class with the American Red Cross. We'll teach you what you need to know so you can save someone you love from choking, bleeding or dozens of other life threatening emergencies. Call your chapter of the American Red Cross today and know it all.
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Over Friday and Saturday the women's foil team finished third in the team event paving the way for the men to do well today. "The men's first place and the women's third place finish on Saturday have put us right on track for our ultimate goal of winning the overall national championship," said men's head coach Mike DeCicco.

In the finals, the Irish jumped out to a quick 2-0 lead and then cruised past an emotionally-drained St. John's team 5-2. The Redmen had just defeated #1 seed Penn State in a grueling 5-4 match and could not make a sustained effort against the powerful Irish squad. Freshman Jeremy Siek and junior Stan Brunner each won two bouts against St. John's to bring the first national championship to Notre Dame this year. Before mauling NYU in the semi-finals 5-0, the Irish got past the Redmen in the round-robin portion with a guts-wrenching 3-4 win. St. John's held advantages of 2-0 and 4-3 before Power kept the Irish from being eliminated with a 5-3 win over Kevin Laundy. In the rubber bout, Siek clinched the upset over the #2 seed with a 5-2 win over Brian Moroney.

The third seeded Irish foil team started their run to number one with consecutive 5-1 wins over Columbia and Michigan State. Brunner and junior Conor Power won two bouts against the Lions, while Power and Siek claimed two bouts against the Spartans. "The men's foil team performed brilliantly today," added DeCicco. "They showed the heart and guts that they displayed all season."

As for the women's competition, women's foil finished third, turning in an outstanding performance among some of the toughest women foilists in the world. The foil team went 1-1 on Friday, defeating mid-west rival Ohio State, but then dropping a close decision to Fairleigh Dickinson. Both teams were tied at eight wins apiece, but the Irish lost out in the tie-breaker because Fairleigh Dickinson won on Saturday 60-53. That loss dropped the Irish down to the sixth seed to face Temple on Saturday.

The Irish were victorious as seniors Kim Arditi and Corinne Dougherty both went 3-0 and Mindi Kalogeris' 5-1 performance among some of the best women foilists in the country, Irish show no mercy, cruise 14-4

By TIM SHERMAN
Sports Writer

The plan was simple. Take advantage of the breaks. The Notre Dame lacrosse team executed this plan rather well on Saturday, as they whacked the weakened Wildcats of New Hampshire by a 14-4 score. UNH arrived at Notre Dame a depleted squad. Approximately 15 Wildcats did not see action due to team violations.

The Irish showed no pity, but were a bit disappointed, as they did not get a true measure of how far they have come from their last outing, a loss to Georgetown.

"I just wish they had their complete team," said Irish goalie Ryan Jewell, who recorded his third victory of the season. "It would have made it a more satisfying win. But it was a win nonetheless." The Irish wasted no time in taking charge of the game. An early illegal stick penalty on UNH did not help their cause at all. The Irish capitalized by scoring 3 quick goals during the penalty en route to a 7-1 first period lead.

Irish attackers Robbie Snyder and Randy Colley were instrumental in the run. Snyder tallied three times and added five assists. Fellow senior Colley contributed his usual three goals.

Despite scoring 14 goals, the Irish offense was actually a bit sluggish. "It was an ugly game," said Snyder. "There was really no flow to the game because of the amount of penalties (2 illegal stick penalties against UNH). We could have played a lot better." One thing the Irish have to pleased with is the fact that they seem to be adjusting well to the loss of a few key players to injuries. The depth of the team is beginning to show.

"We can't whine about the unfortunate injuries," said Jewell. "We just Irish attacker Randy Colley looks for the pass during Notre Dame's 14-4 victory over the Wildcats of New Hampshire on Saturday. have to keep doing what we have to do." One of these things is to maintain the defensive intensity. The opening period output would be all the defense would need, as the longsticks dominated the undermanned Wildcats.

Junior's Mike Iorio, Billy Gallagher, and Chris Bury, along with hard-working midfielders basically shackled undermanned UNH, making Jewell's job all that much easier. "It's great to have such a strong defense in front of me," said Jewell. "We've been together for three years and know each other pretty well."

The cohesive unit deserves much of the credit for the early season success of the 3-1 Irish. "Defense is the strength of our team," said Snyder. Just ask UNH.